Mascara-thon
It’s time for a Mascarathon!! Stock up on your favorite Mary Kay Mascara,
Lash Primer & Eye Makeup Remover.

LASH INTENSITY MASCARA, $18

Multiply the look of your lashes with Lash Intensity®
Mascara. Expand and extend your lashes with a mascara
dedicated to multi-directional performance. The shorter
bristles of the brush help build volume, while the longer
bristles stretch and extend the formula from root to tip.

LASH LOVE LENGTHENING MASCARA,
$16
Elongate the look of those lashes with Lash Love® Lengthening
Mascara! Seriously separate your lashes with the rubber brush
as you style your lash hairs to meet their maximum length
potential!

ULTIMATE MASCARA, $16

Get the look of bigger and bolder lashes in just a couple of
swipes. Mary Kay® Ultimate MascaraTM delivers the extreme
volume you have been looking for. Do you have light-colored
lashes and want a natural look? This formula comes in both
Black and Black Brown for naturally defined
lashes!

WATERPROOF MASCARA, $16

LASH LOVE MASCARA, $16

OIL-FREE EYE MAKEUP REMOVER, $18

Define your lashes with Lash Love® Mascara! This formula
delivers four times the volume for an ultra plush lash look
that’s great for any occasion.

LASH LOVE FANORAMA MASCARA,
$16
Not sure what you really want out of a mascara? No
worries! Lash Love Fanorama® Mascara has you covered.
This mascara features the same Lash Love® formula with
an innovative brush. The three unique application zones
allow you to coat, comb and fan out lashes for panoramic
lashes of your own.

Your go-to mascara if you deal with smudging due to sweating,
an oily complexion or humidity! This one-and-done, waterproof
mascara is great for anyone who is active or wants a longwearing mascara.

Gently removes eye makeup, including waterproof
mascara, without tugging or pulling the delicate skin in
the eye area. Formula does not leave skin feeling greasy.

BOGO

BUY 1, GET 1 HALF OFF!
BUY 2, GET 1 FREE!
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